FISH LAKE, Killarney Provincial Park

PORTAGE FROM FISH LAKE TO GREAT MOUNTAIN LAKE
To find the entrance to this 375m portage, paddle east along the southern shore of Fish Lake. From here it’s just an easy carry over a long gradual incline to Great Mountain Lake.

PORTAGE FROM FISH LAKE TO HOWRY LAKE VIA GEM LAKE
Portages in this section of the park are rarely used and can be very overgrown. Paddle to the narrow landing at Fish Lake along its western shoreline. Portage 90m into a small creek; expect a few small liftovers before reaching the northern most shores of Gem Lake. The final 130m portage has gradual elevation and provides a good scenic view of the stream it runs along. This portage should not present difficulties.

FISH LAKE
True to its name, Fish Lake is a great destination for fishing as it is well stocked with Bass, Pike, and Perch. Please keep in mind that fishing Lake Trout is prohibited for all seasons due to fish sanctuary regulations in the park. Fish Lake is a great place to see wildlife as it is less traveled on than others in the park.